Across

1. Violinist Itzhak ____ performs with the Oregon Symphony in January 2023
4. Laterally inserted thin metal strip on the violin neck
6. Franz ____ finished four violin sonatas before his early death
10. Precious stone
11. Artificial Intelligence, in brief
12. The lively art form this puzzle celebrates
14. Violinist Joshua ___ performed Dvořák with the OSO in April 2022
17. Current concertmaster of the Oregon Symphony, ___ Kwak
19. Perlman holds Israeli and ____ citizenship
21. German violinist Anne-Sophie ____
24. ___ good ___ it gets
25. You and me
26. Makes wet, or changes the sound of a violin by putting a mute on its bridge
29. To ____ or not to ____
30. String and fret placement on the violin are measured in millimeters, not ____
32. For ____ and ____ is a long time
34. Former OSO concertmaster ____ Foxman joined the orchestra in 1973 and served 31 years
37. Belonging to George Frideric, as we say of the "Messiah"
38. Transparent fabric
39. Aesop story with a moral lesson
42. Australian crossover violinist, Patrick ______
44. Mozart’s violin sonata "Leid der Freiheit" or "Song of ____"
47. "King and I" movie actress Deborah ____
49. Paint under the paint

Down

1. Niccolò ____, Italian virtuoso violinist and composer of caprices, concertos, sonatas and more
2. LA team that won the Super Bowl in 2022
3. Solo song in an opera
4. Take care of yourself in the cold and ____ season
5. Puget Sound airport, Sea-___
6. On film they were "Magnificent"
7. Central part of a wheel
8. Lyrical opera style, ____ canto
9. Add one letter to the last name of Sir John Tavener to reveal a 15th-century choral master
11. Measurement of a surface
13. Affectionate nickname for a violin made in the iconic Cremona, Italy workshop
15. Flightless, fine-feathered birds
16. Live and ___ live
18. Poetically known as locks
20. Violinist ____ Stern, born in modern Ukraine, premiered Bernstein’s "Serenade"
21. Have to
23. Perlman recorded John Williams’ beautiful violin solo for Spielberg’s "____ List"
27. Follows snap, snow, or shelling
28. Practicing for later public performance
29. Market symbols, bull and ____
31. Lackluster "no"
33. Chicken ____ king, or pie ____ mode
35. Representation of a person or thing
36. English language greeting
40. To be or ____ to be
41. Violin music is written primarily in the treble ____
43. "Oh, I get it; I ____"
45. Sense of self-esteem
46. Intensive practice, such as in the military
47. Nicola Benedetti recorded "Marietta’s Song" by Erich Wolfgang _____, versatile
51 Steinbeck's "___ Mice and Men"
52 Prof. Harold Hill's "think system" is mostly ___
55 State abbrev. where Little Rock is Capital
56 Tis the season to be jolly, Fa __ __ ___. __ __
57 Aaron Copland wrote "____," a poetic lament, for violin and cello
59 _____ Joy Benedetti is an Italian-British violinist
61 In 1958, a 13-year-old 1-across rocked the Mendelssohn "E minor" on the Ed ____ Show. (OSO and Pouliot perform it this March!)
62 Influential Portland violinist Hugh ____ served as concertmaster of OSO for 30 years, beginning in 1949
65 J. S. ____ wrote six Sonatas and Partitas for violin
68 Conductor's "magic wand"
70 Opposite of out
71 American insurance and finance giant, in brief
72 A scale in the prevailing key
73 A cat in Madrid
74 Virtuoso Baroque violinist and "Four Seasons" composer

composer with family ties to Portland
48 Late stage and screen writer, ____ Ephron
50 "Pines of Rome" composer who wrote three violin concertos but left another undone
53 A new film is coming about Joseph Bologne, Chevalier de ____-Georges, 18th-century violinist/composer
54 Unit in the hereditary pool
55 "30 Rock" actor ____ Baldwin
58 Energy, style, or flair
60 Taxi
61 ____ boom; quite a sound
63 Collaborative website edited by its own audience
64 Opposite of short
66 To portray, as on stage
67 Clucking layer
68 Opposite of small
69 Celebrating 90 years of life next month, Yoko ____